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(;exlls (jrllsses - -
A PRELIMINARY CHECKLIST 
VEGETATION AREAS 
PIney Woods 6. Rio Grande Plain 
Coalt Prairie 7. Edwards Plateau 
POlt Oak Savannah 8. Rolling Plains 
Blacldand Prairie 9. High Plains 
Grand Prairie 10. Trans-Pecos 
(Mountains and Basins) 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
R . D . LEWIS , DIRECTOR , COLLEGE STATION , TEXAS 
TEXAS GRASSES - - A Preliminary Checklist:l--
Frank W. Gould, Associate Professor 
Department of Range and Forestry 
This is a tentative checklist of Texas grasses. Suggestions and comments 
requested concerning the general presentation, species ranges and grass names. 
eommmications should be received by September 1958, if the notes and comments 
to be available for consideration in the final preparation of a manuscript 
vely entitled "Synopsis of the Plants of Texas." The synopsis will include 
cklist of all known species and varieties of ferns, gymnosperms and flowering 
growing without cultivation in Texas. A brief discussion will be included 
~ plant associations and general aspect of the 10 vegetation zones outlined 
numbered on the map on the cover. 
The general form of this checklist is based on that of the "Catalogue of 
Plora of Texas" (Cory and Parks, 1937). Technical names, with a few exceptions 
u presented in the standard U. S. Grass Manual (Hitchcock, 1951). The rela-
few name changes are based on recently published research data (see Refer-
• Genera and species are listed in alphabetical order. Where there is more 
one variety of a species in Texas, the typical variety is listed first and the 
tollow in alphabetical order. A single recommended common name is indicated 
each plant that has one or more published names. The preferred common name is 
in capital letters with the synonyms following in capital and lower case 
• The recommended names for the most part correspond with those of Wolf's 
ion, itA Guide to Plant Names in Texas--Oklahoma--Louisiana--Arkansas" 
• All common name synonyms appearing in the numerous publications consulted 
Reterences) are included in the Index. 
The Vegetation Map of Texas was prepared with the assistance of staff 
of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, the Texas Agricultural Ex-
Service and the Soil Conservation Service of the U. S. Department of Agri-
• Slight alterations in this map are anticipated to bring it in as close 
ion as possible in boundarJ lines and area designations with the Soils Map 
now being prepared by staff members of the Texas Agricultural Experiment 
and the Soil Conservation Service. 
The assistance and encouragement of numerous individuals who aided in the 
ion of this report are acknowledged. Special thanks for the review and 
"'~'ft'~ive criticism of the manuscript are due C. A. Rechenthin, Soil Conservation 
; O. E. Sperry, A. H. Walker and G. O. Hoffman, Department of Range and 
; and G. W. Thomas, TAES Coordinator of Research for West Texas. 
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SCIEmIFIC AND COMMON NAMES 
JOINTED GOATGRASS 
WHEATGRASS 
arizonicum scribn. & Smith (ElymuS arizonicus 
(Scribn. & Smith) Gould) ARIZONA WHEATGRASS 
cristatum (L.) Gaertn. CRESTED WHEATGRASS 
inerme (Scribn. & Smith) Rydb. BEARDLESS WHEATGRASS, 
Beardless Bluebunch, Beardless Bluebunch W. 
smi thii Rydb. (Elymus smi thii (Rydb.) Gould) 
WESTERN WHEATGRASS, Bluestem W., Colorado Bluestem 
tracbycaulum (Link.) Malte (Elymus trachycaulus 
(Link.) Gould) SLENDER WHEATGRASS 
BENTGBASS 
~ L. (~. gigantea Roth.) REDTOP 
avenacea Gmel. PACIFIC BENfJ.1GRASS 
eITiolliana Schult. ELLIOTT BENTGRASS, 
Annual Ticklegrass 
exarata Trin. SPIKE BENTGRASS 
biemalis (Wal t.) B. S • P • WINTER BENTGRASS, Fly-
away Grass, Rough Hairgrass, Ticklegrass 
palustris Buds. CREEP:Q:IIG BENTGRASS 1 Carpet Bent 
perennans (Walt.) Tuckerm. AillUMN BEl'ITGRASS, 
Tbingrass 
~ Willd. ROUGH BENTGRASS 
elesans Willd. ex Gaudin (~. capillaris Host., 
not Savi.) ANNUAL HAIRGRASS 
FOXTAIL 
CAROLINA FOXTAIL 
MOUSE FOXTAIL, Slimspike F. 
BLUESTEM 
Hi tchc • TALL BLUESTEM 
iiiiiUI'atus Forsk. KLEBERG BLUESTEM 
barbinodis Lag. 
var. barbinodis CANE BLUESTEM, Cane Beardgrass 
var. perforatus (Trin.) Gould (~. perforatus Trin. 
ex FOuro.) PINHOLE BLUESTEM, Pinhole Beardgrass 
N = native I = introduced 

































1 34 7 
10 











C = cool season, terminating growth and flowering by June. 
W :;; warm season, summer f and fall flovTering plants, including thos 
plants that grow and flower in both cool and warm seasons. 
numers indicate the vegetation zones in which the grasses occur. Ten vege-
zones are designated in the map on the front cover. The boundaries of 
zones, for the most part, corres~ond with those of the major soil regions 
'ems as outlined by W. T. Carter (TAES Bull., 431, 1914) and the Soil Con-
... 1Ii~""'''''~ Service Map of Land Resource Areas. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES 
- (Con ft.) 
caucasium Trin. CAUCASIAN BLUESTEM 
cirratus Hack. TEXAS BLUESTEM, Texas Beardgrass 
_. elliottii Chapm. ELLIOTT BLUESTEM, Elliott 
Beardgrass 
A. exaristatus (Nash) Hi tchc. AWNLESS BLUESTE1-1 i. gerard) Vltman (!i. furce.tus Muhl. 11. provincialis 
Lam. BIG BLUESTEM, Turkeyfoot 
~. glomeratus (Walt.) B.S.P. (~. virginicus yare 
abbreviatus (Hack.) Fern. & Griscom) BUSHY 
BLUESTEM, Bushy Beardgrass 
~. hallii Hack. SAN'D BLUESTEM, Hall t s Beardgrass, 
Turkeyfoot 
A. hirtiflorus (Nees) Kunth 
yare hirtiflorus 
yare feensis (Fourn.) Hack. SANTE FE BLUESTEM 
!. hybridus Gould HYBRID BLUESTEM 
A. intermedius R. Br. AUSTRP~LIAN BLUESTEM 
a. ischaemum L. 
yare ischaemum YELLOW BLUESTEM, East Indies B. 
var. songaricus Ruprecht. KING :RANCH BLUESTEM 
A. nodosus (Willem.) Nash ANGLETON BLUESTEM 
~. pertusus (L.) Willd. PITTED BLUESTEM 
!. saccbaroides Swartz 
yare longipaniculata Gould LONGSPIKE SILVER 
BLUESTEM 
yare torreyanus (Steud.) Hack. SILVER BLUESTEM, 
Silver Beardgrass 
A. scopari~Micbx. 
var. frequens F. T. Hubb LI'ITLE BLUESTEM, 
Brooms edge 
yare divergens Hack. (~. divergen1! (Hack.) 4~dress. 
ex Hitchc.) EASTERN LITTLE BLUESTEM 
yare littoralis (Nash) Hitchc. (A. littoralis Nash) 
SEACOAST BLUE~, Seacoast Beardgrass 
var. neomexica.n~ (Nash) Hi tchc • NEW MEXICO 
BLUESTEM 
yare virilis Shinners VIRILE LITTLE BLUESTEM 
A. sericeus R. Br. SILKY BLUESTEM 
I. sprin ieldii Gould SPRINGFIELD BLUESTEM 
A. t~ner Nees) Kunth SLENDER BLUESTEM 
A. tern'arit1i"'Michx. SPLITBEARD BLUESTEM, Splitbeard 
Beardgrass, Silvery Beardgrass 
!. virginicus L. (including all varieties) 
BROOMS EDGE BLUESTEM, Yellowaedge B. 
SILKYSCALE 
rufa .) Schult. PURPLE SILKYSCALE 
A. VITIosa (Michx.) Beauv. GREEN SILKYSCALE 
:z~ }J/' :z. ,b 
/yp- )4/ ? 
Plant Distributg;n 
data!! by zones2 
IP-W 9 









IP-W 23 6 
IP-W 3 
IP-W 234567 
IP-W 2 6 
IP-W 6 




NP-W 2 6 
NP-W 8910 









SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES 
THREEAWN 
SIXWEEKS THREEAWN 
af'finis (Schult.) Kunth. LONGLEAF THREEAWN 
A. arizonIca Vasey ARIZONA THREEAw'N 
A. barbata Fourn. HAVP.RD THREEAWN 
A. baSiramea Englm. 
• desmatLtha Trin. & Rupr. CURLY THREEAWN, Western 
Tripleawn Grass 
A. dichotoma Micbx. CHURCHMOUSE THREEA~1N, 
Povertygrass 
A. divaricata Humb. & Bonpl. ex Willd. POVERTY 
THREEAWli 
A. fendleriana Steud. FENDLER THREEAWN 
A. glauca (Nees) Walp. F.EVERCHON TIffiEEAWN, Blue T. 
A. bamulosa Henr. HOOK THREEAWN 
A. intermedia Scribn. & Ball KEARNEY THREEAWN, 
Plains Aristida 
A. lanosa Mubl. ex Ell. WOOLYSHEATH THREEAWN, 
Wooly Tripleawn Grass 
A. longespica Poir. var. longispica 
SLIlI.6PlKE THREEAWN 
A. longespica Poir. var. geniculat~ (Ra.f.) Fern. (A. intermedia Scribn. & Ball) 
A. Ions/seta Steud. (including var. rariflora 
Hitchc. and var. robusta Merr.) RED THREEP ... WN, 
Dogtown Grass, Longavmed Aristida 
A. oligantha Michx. PRAIRIE THREEAWN, Oldfield T., 
Few-flowered Aristida 
A. orcuttiana Vasey BEGGARTICK THR.EH'~WN, Single T. 
A. pansa Woot. & Standl. WOOTON THREEAWN 
A. purpurascens Poir. ARROWFEATHER THREEAWN, 
Broomsedge, Arrowgrass 
A. purpurea Nutt. (including var. laxiflora Merr.) 
PURPLE THREEAWN, Purple Needlegrass 
A. ramosissima Englm. ex A. Gray S-CURVE THREEAWN 
A. roemeriana Scheele ROEMER THREEAWN 
A. ternipes Cav. 
var. ternipes SPIDERGRASS 
var. minor (Vasev) Hitchc. 
~. virgata Trin. TRTI'ifIUS T!J.REEAWN 
A. wrightii Nash WRIGHT THREEAWN, Wright Tripleawn 
Grass 
CANE 











NP-W 7 10 
NP-W 910 
NA-W 3 
NA-W 1234 6 
NA-W 1 34 
NP-W 7 10 











NP-W 1234 6 
NP-W 2 45678910 
NA-W 1 






IP-W 234 678 10 
IA-C 2345 78 10 
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SCID'TIFIC AND COMMON NAMES 
CARPETGRASS 
=~:!::.s Chase COMMON CARPETGRASS 
turcatus (Flugge) Hi tchc • BIG CARPETGRASS, 
Flat Crabgrass 
DESERTGRASS 
~~:..::::.i (S. Wats.) Hack. BIGELOW DESERTGBASS 
BmEi DROPSEED 
tricholepis (Torr.) Nash PINE DROPSEED, Hairy D. 
GRANA 
aristidoides (H.B. K.) Griseb. NEEDLE GRAMA, 
- Sixweeks G. 
barbata Lag. ,SIXHEEKS GRAMA 
breviseta Vasey (B. ramosa Scribn.) CHINO GRAMA, 
Gyp G. 
cbondrosioides (H.B.K.) Benth. ex S. Wats. 
SPRUCETOP GRAMA, Wooly-spiked G. 
curtipendula (Michx.) Torr. SIDEOATS GRAMA, 
Tall G. 
!!!2Eoda (Torr.) Torr. BLACK GRAMA, Woolyfoot 
Grams. 
tiliformis (Fourn.) Griffiths SLENDER G;RAMA, 
Large Mesquite 
eeacili~ (Willd. ex H.B.K.) Lag. ex Griffiths 
BLUE GRAMA 
hirsuta Lag. HAIRY GRAMA, Black G. 
Kayi Warnock KAY GRAMA 
!:!Sidiseta (Steud.) Hitchc. TEXAS GRAMA, 
Mesquite Grass 
simplex Lag. MA.T GRAMA 
trifida Thurb. RED GRAMA 
uniflora Vasey NEALJEi GRAMA 
SIGNALGRASS 
ciliatissima (Buckl.) Chase FRINGED SIGNALGRASS 
plantaginea (Link.) Hi tchc • PLANTAIN SIGNALGHASS, 
Creeping S. 
platyphylla (Griseb.) Nash BROADLEAF SIGNALGRASS 
QUAKINGGRASS 
maxima. L. BIG QUAKINGGRASS 
~ L. LITTlE QUAKINGGRASS 
BROME 
anomalus Rupr. ex Fourn. NODDING BROME 
arizonicus (Shear) Stebbins ARIZONA BROME 
catbarticus Vahle RESCUE GRASS, Rescue Brame, 
Schraders Grass 
Plant Distribution 




















































JAPANESE BRaME, Japanese 
s, Spreading B. 
==~~, (Shear) Rydb. (B. ano!nalus var. ~antipes 
Hi tchc • ) WOOLY BROME -
_ .. ¥"a't-O~"'''TC! Desf. MEDITERFANL4N BROME 
.... ..L..JL...L ....... .1 .... LLLLU Lloyd PYGMY BROME 
SOFT BROME, Soft Chess 
IO~~~~, Fernald NOTTOWAY BRaME 
= POLYANTHUS BRO~re 
~~~:.::..:=.i Link RICHARDSON BROME 
~~ Roth. RIPGUT GRASS, Ripgut Brome 
L. FOXTAIL BROME 
=~~ L. CHESS BRaME, Chess 




& Merr. BIG SANDREED, 
boAI',1".11m Vasey & Hack. FALSE GRAMA 
SOUTHERN SANDBUR, Hedge-hog Grass 
,,,. .. ..:.,,,t-,,o M.A. Curtis COAST SANDBUR 
;:::s;l:::.::5:.=.:;:=- (Hack.) Fernald LONGSPINE SANDBUR 
IlVOE;urc)ldE~S H. B. K. BIG SANDBUR 




























e~~~d~e~s Fourn. SLI:rtBPIKE WINDMILLGRASS NP-W 
Presl.) Hitchc. BURYSEED CHLORIS NP-W 
~~ Swartz FRINGED CHLORIS NP-W 
Bisch. HOODED WINDMILLGRASS NP-H 
---~~~~:::. Lag. WEEpn~G CHLORIS IP-W 
Kunth. RHODES GRASS IP-~f 
~~~~ Nash NASH WI1'IDMILLGRASS NP-W 
M't."''A.FI~. Swartz STIFFLEAF CHLORIS NP-W 
~~~~ (L.) Swartz MANYSPIKED CHLORIS IP-H 
~~~~~~. C. Muell. SHORTSPIKE WI1TDMILWRASS HP-W 
~~~_Nash TEXAS WINDMILlGR4SS NP-Trl 
~~~:.!:t~a Nutt. TUMBLE WINDMILLGRASS, 
Branching Foxtail NP-W 







































SC1!NTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES 
WOODREED 
-8-
arundinacea L. STOUT WOODREED, Wood Reedgrass, 
sweet Woodgrass 
CCTrAGRASS 
pappophoroides Kunth. COTTAGRASS 
BEBMUDAGRASS 
dactylon (L.) Pers. BE&\1UDAGRASS; Wiregrass 
CROWFOOTGRI\SS 






foms (L.) Koel. SLENDER CRABGRASS, 
Slender Fingergrass 
D. ischaemum (Schreb.) Schreb. ex Mubl. 
SMOOTH CRABGRASS 
D. runyoni Hitchc. DUNE CRABGRASS, Dune Fingergrass 
D. sanguinalis (L,) Scop. HAIRY CRABGRA.SS, Large C. 
D. texana Hi tchc. TEXAS CRABGRASS, irexas Fingergrass 
D. villosa (Walt,) Pers. (D. f11iformis val". villosa 
(Halt,,) Fernald) SHAGGY CRABGRASS, Shaggy--
Fingergrass 
D. violascens Link VIOLET CRABGRASS 
SALTGRASS 
_' spicata (L.) Green 
var. spicata SEASHOF.E SALTGRASS 
Yare stricta (Torr.) Beetle (D. stricta (Torr.) 
Ryd~INLAND SALTG-RAf3S , -Desert 8:'" 
D. texana (Vasey) Scribn. TEXAS SALTGRASS 
COCKSPUR 
• colonum (L.) Link JUNGLERICE 
i. crusgallii (L.) Beauv. BAR1;YARD GRASS 
- var. macera (~'lieg.) Shinners 
var. microstachya (Wieg.) Shil1DerS 
Yare muricata (Michx.) Farwell 
var. zelayensis (H.B.K.) Hitchc. 
E. crus -pavonis (H.B. K. ) Schult. GULF COCKSPUR !. polystachya (R,B,K.) Hitchc. 
E. walteri (Pursh) Reller COAST COCI<SPUR, 
- ----Salt Marsh, Cockspur-grass 
Plant Distribution 
datail by zonesgj 
NP-W 1 








NP-W 3 6 
IA-W l2345676910 
NP-W 12 6 
NP-W 123 









NA-W 2 6 
NP-W 6 
NA-W 1234 67 
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GOOSEGRASB, Yardgrass 
Yar. canadensis CANADA vIILDRYE, Nodding W. 
var. ~bystachys (Scribn. & Ball) Farwell 
SMOO'l'HSCALE CANADA WILDRYE 
var. robusta (Scribn. & BIni th) Mackenz. & Bush 
ROBUST CANADA WILDRYE 
var. villosus (Mubl.) Shinners HAIRY CANADA 
WIIDRYE 
lnterruptus Buckl. TEXAS WILDRYE 
tri ticoides Buckl. CREEPING WILDRYE, Beardless W. 
r 1nicus L 
are virg1nicus . VIRGINIA WILDRYE, Terrell W. 
• australis (Scribn. & Ball) Hi tchc. PRAIRIE 
VIRGINIA vlILDRYE, Prairie \v. 
var. glabriflorus (Vasey) Bush LONGAWN 
VIRGINIA WILDRYE, Smooth Southern W. 
var. intermedius (Vasey) Bush HAIRYSCALE VIRGllJIA 
WILDRYE t Strict W. 
WOOLSPlKE BALSM~CALE 
& Conpl. PAN AMERICAN 
PAPPUSGRASS 
rS!~~i Beauv. (Pappop.E~ 1vrightii S. Wats.) 
Ii oWn ... .u.L"'" , PAPPUSGRASS, Spike P. 
FEATHER 
DESERT LOVEGRASS 
=~::.:e~r~i Daveau MEDITERRANEP.N LOVEGRASS 
====~~ (1.) Nees LACEGRASS, Tiny Lovegrass 
.:.t=~~~ (All.) Hi tchc • STlL'IKGHASS, 
-scented Lovegrass 
-==~:.!! (L.) R. Br. GOPHERTAIL LOVEGRASS 
........ ___ c_illata Buckl. GUMMY LOVEGRASS, 
-stalked L. 
--
(Schrad.) Nees WEEPING LOVEGRASS 
Buckl. SPREADING LOVEGRASS 
--iiiiiiOOiOO-.....;..;..;;;;;;.i S. Wa ts • ELLIOTT LOVEGRASS 
Scribn. CHmUAIIUA LOVEGHASS 
~~~t~a (\~alt.) L.H. Dewey POND LOVEGRASS 
hx.) Nees BIGTOP LOVEGRASS, 
Lovegrass 
~~:.!! (Lam.) B. S. P. TEAL LOVEGRASS, 
"'''''''',J\I,u Creeplng-grass 
!!!~~a Hitchc. PLAINS LOVEGRASS 
Plant Distribut~9n 












3 8 10 
3 67 






1 3 6 8 
10 






















1 3 6 89 





123 6 8 
l2345678 10 
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I!!~~!! Nees LEHIV1ANN LOVEGRASS 
lees MOURND;{G LOVEGRASS 
==~~ (Hornem.) Link MEXICAN LOVEGR/.\SS 
~~~~ Vasey NEW MEXICO LOVEGRASS 
) ']orr. (E 0 se_C'wdiflO·l'a of Hi tchc • , 
Manual of U. S. Grasse~ ed. "I.) 
• oxylepis RED LOVEGBASS 
• E,eyrichii (J. G. Smith) Shinners 
WICHITA LOVEGRASS 
S. Wats. RIO GRANDE LOVEGBASS 
~:-;::- (Michx.) Nees (including~. diffusa 
CAROLINA LOVEGRASS, Pursh L. 
l ;;~~ L. H. Harvey 
L.) Beauv. INDIA LOVEGRASS 
....... --
(Muhl.) Scribn. COASTAL LOVEGRASS, 
Meal(l.OW L. 
..... __ (Michx.) Nees CREEPING LOVEGRASS, 
ing Meadowgrass 
,=~~~c:::.a Buckl. TUMBLE LOVEGRASS 
Swallen SILVEUS LOVEGRASS 
..... ;".;...;..;;;~ -==~~=~s (Pursh) Steud. PURPLE LOVEGRASS 
.~~~ Vasey SPIKE LOVEGRASS 
'!E~~~Hi~~t~ChJC • SWALLEN LOVEGRASS 
:1 s Schul t • GULF LOVEGRASS 
k & Arech. HAIRYSHEATH LOVEGRP.SS 
utt.) Wood 
• trichodes SAND LOVEGRASS 
• ilifera (Scheele) Fernald (~. pilife~ 
Scheele SANDHILL SAND LOVEGRASS, Sandhill L. 
PLUMEGRASS 
~~~~~id~e~s (L.) Ell. SILVER PLUMEGRASS 
:~:..;:::.:..;=. Baldw. ex Ell. BENT -A\ffl PLUMEGRASS, 
Beardgrass 
teus (Walt.) Muhl. SUGARCANE PLUMEGRASS ~~-. 
~.----
Baldw. NARROW PLUMEGRASS 
CUPGRASS 
contracta Hi tc hc • PRAIRIE CUPGRASS 
~ilis (Fourn.) Hitchc. 
• gracilis (~. lemmoni Vasey & Scribn. yare 
gracilis (Fourn.) Gould) SOUTffiiESTERN CUPGRASS 
• minor (Vasey) Hitchc. (E. lemmoni Vasey & 
Scribn. var. lemmoni) SMALL-SOUTHWESTERN 
CUPGRASS, Plains c.-
punctata (L.) Desv. LOUISIANA CUPGRASS, 
Everlasting Grass 


























































~~ Vasey ARIZONA FESCUE 
~~~s (All.) Ascbers & Graebn. 
FESCUE 
L. var. arundinacea (Schreb.) Wimm. 
FESCUE, Raed F7; Alta F. 
=~ Swallen GUADELUPE FESCUE 
~= Nutt. FOXTAIL FESCUE 
BA'ITAIL FESCUE 
Bieler NODDING FESCUE 
~~Walt. 
octoflora SIXWEEKS FESCUE, Slender F. 
hirtella Piper HAIRY S IXWEEKS FESCUE, 
F. 
tenella (Wi11d.) Fern. 
Desv. CLUSTER FESCUE 
RED FESCUE 
Nott. SQUIRREL FESCUE, Southern F. 
Beal TEXAS FESCUE 
NITGRASS 










(Steud.) Nash CURLYMESQUITE, 
e Mesquite 
(r~·O:"T.) Benth. GALLEl'A GRASS 























































HAIRY LITTLE BARLEY 
hookeri Rupr. ex Hack.) 
JUNEGRASS, Prairie Junegrass, 
ANNUAL KOELERIA 
(L.) Moench GOLDENTOP 
CLUBHEAD CUIGRASS 
ris Michx. CATCHFLY GRASS 
Swartz BUNCH CUTGRASS 
(L.) Swartz RICE ClJ"TGRASS 




~ ~~ Vasey NEALLEY SPRANGLETOP 
'=~~~ (Presl.) Hitchc. AMAZON SPRANGLEI'OP 
(Presl.) Hitchc. & Chase 
-----'·.IIOIA~~VnL~ SPRANG LETOP 




H. Dewey . OZARKGRASS 
Pl~n~ I Dj.stri'bution da~ ~ zonesgj 
NP-C 8910 












































2 61 10 










BEARDLESS DARNEL RYEGRASS IA-C 





• porteri PORTER MELlC 
• laxa Boyle lAX PORTER MELIC 
SHOREGRASS , Salt Cedar 
MUHLY 
~!!!e!2~~ (Buckl.) Hi tchc • EAR MUHLY 
=:~~ BuckJ.. SAND MUHLY 
~~~~a (Nees & Mey.) Parodi ALKALI MUHLY, 
tiCI'atc:nglrass, Rough-l·eaved Dropseed 
~)!!~~~~ Bush NODDING MUHLY 
C. O. Goodding 
111aris (Eam.) Trin. 
• capillaris HAffiYAWN MUHLY, Long-awned 
Bairgrass 
Yar. filipes (M. A. Curtis) Chapm. ex Beal 
GULF MUHLY 
~!!l~~~t~a Scribn. 
Fourn. PINE NITnILY 
==~~~ Vasey BULLGP.ASS, Bluegrass 
.) Trin. CUTOVER MUHLY 
~~~~~ Swallen DELICATE MURLY 
!~~~ (Poir.) Fernald (M. mexicana of Hi tchc • 
ed. I) WIRESTEM - MUHLY 
~a:;::=..::~~r.::a Scribn. INLAND MUHLY 
s) Mez. DESERT MUHLY 
~~~ Swallen CANYON MUHLY 
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MUHLY (Cont 'd) 
... ",,,-,,,,", Hi tchc • r.nmHElMER MUHLY 
Jones ME:rCALF MuHLy 
~=-= (Steud.) Swallen SIXWEEKS MUHLY 
t.) Hi tchc • MOUNTAIN MUHLY 
Buckl. MESA MUHLY 
~==~8 Vasey LONGAWN MUHLY 
Buckl. NEW MEXICAN MUHLY 
=-~ Scribn. CLIFF MUHLY 
BUSH l..ruHLY, Mesqui te Grass, 
GREEN MUHLY, 
J-.wt~'"""'S 
Preel.) Hi tchc. CREEPING MUHLY, Red M. 
ae~~ Vasey & Scribn. SEEP MUHLY 
\~~~~\I".) Hi tchc • DEERGRASS 
B. K.) Kunth. PUR PIE MUHLY 
Gmel. NIMBLEWILL, Sattngrass 
Vasey CURLYLEAF MUHLY 
(Muhl.) Trin. 
ifera ROCK MUBLY, Rock Dropseed 
=~~:::. Scribn. BEARDED ROCK MUHLY, 
M., Slender Satingrass 
(Torr.) Torr. FOREST MUHLY 
• TEXAS MUHLY 
(Kunth) Hi tchc. & Chase RING MUHLY, 
(Torr.) Hi tchc • APAREJO GRASS 
Swallen HAIRY MUHLY 
FAlSE-BUFFALOGRASS, 
(L.) Beauv. BASKETGRASS 
(L.) Roem. & Schult. 
RICE 
(Roem. & Schult.) Richer 
RICEGRASS 
Desv. ex Poir. NEEDLELEAF PANICUM 
Spreng. (including yare ramo~ium (MOhr.) 
REDTOP PANICtJIvl 



























NA ... W 












































~~~ Scribn. & Merr. ARIZONA PANICUM 
Ashe- AUBURNE PANICUM 
~~~Micbx. 
Poir. 
• bosc11 BOSC PANICUM 
• molle (Vasey) Hi tchc • HAIRY BOSC PANICUM 
-- Steud. PIMPLE PANICUM 
~~ H. B. K. BULB PANICUM 
~==~ L. (including var. occidentale Rydb.) 
~ V\I, .. u.'.l.VJ.' WITCHGRASS" Wi tcbgrass, Old Wi tcbgrass 
a::.:==~o~~· d::::e~s Vasey SOlYrHERN WITCHGRASS 
~~~~gum~ Nash YELLOWLEAF PANICUM 





~~~~ Micbx. FALL PANICUM, 
'.l'''~C~'''5 Witcbgrass 
e~~ L. FORKED PANICUM 
=~~!!! Swartz BROWNTOP PANICUM 
fasc1culatum 
ret1culatum (Torr.) Beal 
Scribn. FILLY PANICUM 
Hi tchc. & Chase KNarROar PANICUM 
(Gattinger) Scribn. WIRY \iITCHGRASS 
~~.Forsk. 
!!B~~:;'i Fourn. GHIESBREGHT PANICUM 
,,\,,£~~,'\"" Ell. SAVANNAH PANICUM 
HALlS PANICUM 
Vasey HAVARD PANICUM 
~~ Schult. MAIDENCANE, Paille Fine" 
's Grass 
Ell. GAPING PANICUM 
Chase HILLMAN PANICUM 
Swartz 
=~~ Presl. (including P. pampinosum 
. & Chase) ROUGHSTALK WITCHGRASS 



























































































~~~~~um~ Nash SOFrLEAF PANICUM 
Jacq. GUINEAGRASS ~~ Muhl. ex Ell. BARBED PANICUM 
;=~~ L. BROOMCORN MILLET 
~!!!!!!~~ Griseb. 
SPINY PANICUM 
,~~ Hitchc. & Chase SARITA PANICUM 




Yar. helleri (Nash) Fernald HELLER PANICUM 
VIr. scribnerianum Nash SCRIBNER PANICUM 
Ell. 
~'!!~! Scribn. & Smith SHEEP PANICUM 
r~~~~ Hitchc. WATER PANICUM, Watergrass 
fC~:'=:::~~ Vasey CEDAR PANICUM 
~~~ Nash LONGSTALKED PANICUM 
RhUade1phicum Bernh. ex Trin. PHILADELPHIA 
WlTCHGRASS, Wood Witchgrass 
e~~~Hack. 
<~~ Hitchc. & Chase FAISE SWITCHGRASS 
e~~:! Schult. LEAFY PANICUM 
~ ~~~!:. Desv. ex Hamilt. 
aecocius Hi tchc. & Chase EARLY PANICUM, 
Early-branching P. 
fUiurascens Raddi PARA GRASS 
1'8misetum Scribn. BRISTLE PANICUM 
reNenelii Scribn. & Merr. 


















































34 78 10 








































!!!E~~um!!!! Ell. TALL SvlAMP PANICUM 
~~ Lam. VELVET PANICUM 
~~~~El1. 
& Chase 
Tall Flat P. 
TEXAS PANICUM, Texas Millet, 
~/"'Qo'''V Grass 









vJHIPLASH PAPPUS GRASS 
Hubb. (Lepturus incurvus Druce, 
(L.) Schinz & TheIl.) ~~i\c~~""';';";;" 
e~ Raddi. BROOKS PASPALUM 
Chase COMBS PASPALUM 
(Berto1.) Nash PITCHFORK PASPALUM 
F1ugge BULL PASPALUM 
==~':=~"..Lum Micbx. 
u ........ ''''' ........... um FRINGELEAF PASPALUM 
~~~~~ (Nash) Fernald (~. pubescens 
HUIffiAHGRASS 
~~~~ (Nash) Fernald (!:. stramineum 
SAND PASPALUM 
Bergius. SOUR PASPALUM 
Humb. & Bonp1. MEXICAN PASPALUM 
Micbx. GOLDHAIR PASPALUM 
Poir. DALLISGRASS~. . Paspalum Grass 




~~~. Englm. SMOOTH FLORIDA PASPALUM, 







































































• laeve FIELD PASPALUM 
• ~a!e (Nash) Stone (~. circulare Nash) 
ROUNDSEED PASPALUM 
• Ed-~ Scrib. (~. longipilum Nash) 
IIAIRYIEAF PASPALUM 
(Fourn.) Nash RUSTYSEED PASPALUM 
=~rum~ Lam. CYPRESS PASPALUM 
...... ~ Trin. LONGTOM, Pull-and-be-damned 
MAT PASPALUM 
--.;~~...;~~ 
Vasey GULFDUNE PASPALUM 
e~Flugge 
• notatum BAHIP .. GRASS 
• saurae Parodi (PENSACOLA BAHIAGRASS, 
Paraguay-B., and Wilmington B. are strains) 
.e:~!:~um~_ Mich."'C. BROWNSEED PASPALUM 
E!~~ Walt. EARLY PASPALUM 
INDIA PASPALUM 
THIN PASPALUM 
~~ Swallen TEXAS PASPALUM 
==~~t~um:!: (Scribn. & Merr.) Nash ONESPIKE 
VASEYGRASS 
...... --
Swartz SEASHORE PASPALUM, 
Knotgrass 
1rf"'/"PO+"m L. TALQUEZAL 
(1.) Link BUFFELGRASS 
---
........ ~~ (Nees) Trin. BENTSPIKE PENNISETUM 
f.':'=:~~ R. Br. FEATHERTOP 
.9t"""I!!+O Nees ex Trin. TIMOTHY CANARYGRASS 
---_.-












































































12 4 6 8910 
10 
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A1'D COMMON NAMES 
I!!~!! Hi tchc • 
Am~A1 BLUEGRASS, Low Speargrass, 
Meadowgrass 
ra Torr. TEXAS BLUEGRASS 
--------Vasey PLAINS BLUEGRASS 
=~~s Mubl. AurUMN BLUEGRASS, 
I'le:ICU01:lS Speargrass 
..... __ Vasey & Seribn. BIGELOW BLUEGMSS 
~~= Scribn. CHAPMAN BLUEGnASS, 
'- ClU:Lpnu:tn Speargrass 
~~ L. CANADA BLUEGRASS 
~;:.:;~ (Steud.) Vasey MUrTON BLUEGRASS, 
lfllttongra s, Fendler B. 
~~ Rydb. INLAND BLUEGP.ASS 
~~~ Hi tche • CRISOS BLUEGRASS 
~~-:~ L. KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS, Junegrass 
~ ___ ~ A. Gray WOODLAND BLUEGRASS, 
Speargrass 
IOI+A',.",,1'r"l+US R.B .K. (P. lutosus of Hitchcock I s 
.. _ .......... of U. S. Grasses, ed. I) DITCH POLYPOGON 
=~~~i:2.s (L.) Desf. RABBITFOOT GRASS, 
6W,W,,,,,,,,",,, Beardgras s 
1lml1v~rtj cilIata (Forsk.) Hylander (J.!grostis 




us (Nutt.) Tre1. TUMBLEGRASS 
HARDGRASS 
(L.) Griseb. STIFFGRASS 






































1 3 6 10 
10 
1 3 11.0 
1 
10 











~~=:.=!~ta (L.) Beauv. HOOKED BRISTLEGRASS, 
" Foxtail Grass 
ssima (Scribn. & Merr.) Schum. 
~~~-BRISTLEGRASS 
~~~ (L.) Beauv. GREEN BRISTLEGRASS, 
-g;rass II) _---'--...;;~:::: (S(I r IPI7 . ..J- /11p rr//I/ A-: SC l?Ph7 . 
~~, (Nutt.) J. G. Smith (Elymus e1ymoides 
Swezey) BOTTLEBRUSH SQUIRRELTAIL, 
Long-bristled Wildrye 
INDIANGRASS 
tii (Mohr.) Nash SLENDER INDIANGRASS, ~--
-bristled I. 
(L.) Nash INDIANGRASS, Indianreed 
~~ (Ell.) Nash LOPSIDE INDIANGRASS 
~~~e (L.) Pers. JOBNSONGRASS 
CORDGRASS 
rc:;::~~~~~ Loisel. var. glabra (Mubl.) Fernald 
SMOarH CORDGHASS, Salt Marsbgrass 
mo8:uro'1d.f..:.~ (L.) Rotb. BIG CORDGRASS, 
Reedgrass 
(Ai to) Muhl. var. junc~ Hi tcbc • 
MAru:>HHJ,\Y CORDGRASS, Rush Sal tgrass 
~~~ Link PRAIRIE CORDGRASS, Tall 
s, Slougbgrass 
-----
(Trin.) Merr. GULF CORDGRASS 
WEDGESCALE 
s (Chapm.) Scribn. LONGLEAF WEDGESCALE 
"'!'----~~~ (Rydb.) Rydb. SLENDER WEDGESCALE 
~=:::.:.::. (Vasey) Hi tcbc • TEXAS WEDGESCALE 
ler) Scribn. SHINY WEDGESCALE 
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~~ 
2 
2 4 67~cao 
6 















airoides (Torr.) Torr. ALKALI SACATON 
aSEer U4icbx.) Kunth. 
yare asper TALL DROPSEED, Long-leaved Rushgrass 
var. canovirens (Nash) Shinners (S. clandestinus 
(Bieler) Hi tchc. in part) - . ' 
var. hookeri (Trin.) Vasey MEADOW DROPSEED 
var. macer (Trin.) Shinners (S. macer (Trin.) 
Hitchc.) MISSISSIPPI DROPSEg-n--
yare pilosus (Vasey) Hi tchc • HAIRY DROPSEED 
bucklex! Vasey BUCKtEY DBOPSEED 
contractus Hitchc. SPIKE DROFSEED 
crypte,ndrus (Torr.) A. Gray SAND DROPSEED 
flexuosus (Thurb.) Rydb. MESA DROPSEED 
giganteus Nash GIANT DROPSEED 
heterolepis (A. Gray) A. Gray PRAIRIE DROPSEED 
junccu~ (M:'cb.."{,) Kunth. PlNEYWOODS DROPSEED, 
Purple D. 
nealleyi Vasey HEAtLEY DROFSEED, Gypgrass 
poir~tii (Roem. & Schult.) Hi tchc • 
BA'I"rAIL SMUTGRASS, Smutgrass 
pulvinatus Swallen 
purpurascens (Swartz) Hamil t . PURPLE DROPSEED 
pyramidatus (lam.) Hi tchc • WHORLED DROPSEED 
silveanus S\OTallen SILVEUS DROPSEED 
texanus Vasey TEXAS DROPSEED 
tbarpii Hi tchc • PADRE ISLAND DROPSEED 
VijIIiI flo ruB. (Torr.) Wood 
var. vaginiflorus POVERTY DROPSEED, Southern 
Povertygrass 
yare inaequalis Fern. 
Yare ~eglectus (Nash) Scribn. (~e neglectus Nash) 
PUFF'SHEATH DROPSEED, Small Rushgrass 
Yirginicus (L.) Kunth. SEASHORE DROPSEED, 
Seashore Rushgrass 
~Shti~ Munro (~. airoides var. wri~hti1 
Munro) Gould) SACATON 




avenacea L. BLACKSF~ NEEDLEGRASS, 
Bla.ck Oatgrass 
• comata Trin. & Rupr. NEEDLE-AND-THREAD 
columbiana Macoun COLUMBIA NEEDLEGRASS, 
Subalpine N. 
• eminens Cav. SOUTHWESTERN NEEDLEGRASS 
!.obata Swallen - LITTLEi\WN NEEDLEGRASS 
leucotricha Trin. & Rupr. TEXAS WINTERGRASS, 
Texas Needlegrass, Speargrass 
Plant 
dataY 
Dis tri butijn 
by zones.? 
NP-W 2 678910 
NP-W 1234 678 















NP-W 2345678 10 
NP-W 1 
NP-W 8 10 
NP-W 2 
NA-W 1 345678 
NA-W 1 
NA-W 1 45 7 
NP-W 2 










SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES 
S. neomexicana (Tburb.) Scribn. NEW MEXICO 
- NEEDLEGRASS, New Mexico Feathergrass 
~. pringlei Scribn. PRINGLE NEEDLEGRASS 
~. robusta (Vasey) Scribn. SLEEPYGRASS 
S. tenuissima Trin. FnffiSTEM NEEDLEGRASS, 
- Wiry Speargrass 
• secundus (Presl.) Scribn. (I. montufari of 
- Hitchcock's Manual of U. S. Grasses, ed. I.) 
CRn~KLEAWN 
BURGRASS 
berteronianus Schult. SPIKE BURGRASS, 
Pricklegrass 
~. ~acemosus (L.) All. STALKED BURGRASS 
COTTONTOP 
• californica (Benth.) Chase ARIZONA COTTONTOP, 
- California C., Cottontop 
T. hitchcockii (Chase) Chase SHORTLEAF COTTONTOP 
!. insularis (L.) Nees SOURGRASS 
_. patens Swallen TEXAS CCYrTONTOP, · Texas 
Trichachne 
TRICHLORIS 
• crini ta (Lag.) Parodi (T. mendocina (Phil.) 
- Kurtz) TWOFLOWER TRICHLORIS 
~. pl.urif1ora Fourn. FOURFLOWER TRICHLORIS 
SILVEUSGRASS 
(TRIODIA of Hitchcocks's Manual of U. S. Grasses, 
ed. I.) TRIDENS 
T. albescens (Vasey) Woot. & Standl. WHITE TRIDENS 
~. ambiguus (Ell.) Schult. PINEBARREN TRIDENS 
T. buckleyanus (L. H. Dewey) Nash BUCKLEY TRIDENS 
~. congestus (L. H. Dewey) Nash PINKTRIDE1~S 
!:. eragrostoides (Vasey & Scribn.) Nash 
LOVEGRASS TRIDENS 
T. flavus (L.) Hi tchc. 
- var.flavus PURPLETOP, Tall Redtop 
var. chapmani (Small) Shinners CHAPMAN TRIDENS 
~. grandif1or~ (Vasey) Woot. & Standl. 
SHORTLEAF TRIDENS, Large-flowered~. 
~. muticus (Torr.) Nash 
var. muticus SLIM TRIDENS 
var. elOntatus (Buckl.) Shinners ROUGH TRIDENS 







































2 61 10 
3 61 
61 10 















~___ (Buckl.) Hi tchc • HAIRY TRIDENS 
~===.::U~S (H.B.K.) Hitchc. FLUFFGRASS 
tt.) Nash LONGSPlKE TRIDENS 
(8. Wats.) Nash TEXAS TRIDENS 
~~ (Walt.) Chapm. PURPLE SANDGRASS 





SPIKE UNIOLA, Slender 
SEA OATS, Beacbgrass 
=::===.:=.:::.!,:;: Poir. LONGLEAF UNIOLA 



















a L. Yare interior Fassett ANNUAL WILDRICE NA-C 
...... - ---~'-Hltchc. TEXAS WILDRICE NP-W 
~~ (Micbx.) Doell. & Aschers MARSH MILLET, 




















INDEX TO COW~ON NAMES 
PAGE COMMON NAME PAGE 
A Beardless Bluebunch ~~eatgrass 3 
BEARDLESS DARNEL RYEGRASS 13 
13 BEARDLESS WHEATGHASS 3 
13 Beardless Wi1drye 9 
21 BEGGARTICK THREEAWN 5 
Fescue J.l BENJr ~AHN PLUIviEGRASS 10 
SPFANGLETOP 12 BENTGRASS 3 
BEAK GRAIN 8 Bm~TSprKE P~IISETill~ 18 
'IRIPOGON 23 BERMUDAGRASS 8 
BLUESTEM 4 BIG BLUESTEM 4 
Beardgrass 19 BIG CARPETGR.-"..SS 6 
BLUEGRASS 19 BIG CORDGRASS 20 
HAmGRASS 3 Big Florida Paspalum 17 
KOELERIA 12 Big Paspalum 17 
Ticklegrass 3 BIG SANDBUR 7 
WILDRICE 23 BIG ~ANDREED 7 
GRASS 14 BIG QUAKll~GGRASS 6 
BROME 6 BIGE1O\f BLUEGRASS 19 
CO'ITONTOP 22 BIGELOW DESERTGRASS 6 
FESCUE 'II BIGTOP LOVEGRASS 9 
PANICUM 15 BITTER PANICUM 14 
THREEAWN 5 BLACK GRAMA 6 
WHEATGRASS 3 Black Grama 6 
MANNAGRASS 11 Black Oatgrass 21 
THREEAWN 5 BLOOD PANICUM 15 
5 BLUE P..L\NICUM 15 
15 BLACKSEED NEEDLEGR4SS 21 
4 Blue Threeawn 5 
3 BLUE GHA.MA 6 
19 BLUEGRASS 19 
4 Bluegrass 13 
BLUESTEM 3 
Bluestem Wheatgrass 3 
BOG PANICUM 16 
18 Bose PANICUM 15 
9 BOTTLEBHUSH SQUIRRELTAIL 20 
16 Branching Foxtail 7 
12 BRISTLEGRASS 20 
8 BRISTLE PANICUM 16 
14 Broad-leaved Beardgrass 11 
23 BROADLEAF SIGNALGRASS 6 
8 BROAD LEAF UNIOLA 23 
PANICUM 15 BROME 6 
Muhly 14 BROME FESCUE II ' 
ROCK MUHLY 14 Broncograss 7 
SKELETONGRA.8S 11 BROOKS PASPALUM 17 
SPRANGLETOP 12 BROOMCORN MILLET 16 
10 Br.ootrlBetlge 4,5 
3 BROOMSEDGE BLUESTEM 1+ 
-25-
PAGE COMMON NAME PAGE 
18 COAST SANDBUR 7 
15 COASTAL LOVEGRASS 10 
21 COCKSPUR 8 
22 Cockspur-grass 8 
18 Colorado Bluestem 3 
7 Colorado Grass 17 
15 COLUMBIA NEEDLEGRASS 21 
17 COMBS PASPALUM 17 
13 COMMON CARPETGRASS 6 
12 COMMON OAT 5 
20 COMMON REED 18 
22 C01~ON VELVETGPASS 11 
19 COMMON WITCHGRASS 15 
7 CORDGRASS 20 
14 COTTAGRASS 8 
14 COTTONTOP 22 
4 CRABGHASS 8 
4 CREEPING BENTGRASS 5 
CREEPING LOVEGRASS 10 
Creeping Meadowgrass 10 
Creeping Mesquite 11 
22 CREEPING MUHLY 14 
19 CBeeping Sign.alg»aBs 6 
9 CREEPING WILDRYE 9 
18 CRESTED WHEATGRASS 3 
5 CRlllJIaEAWN 22 
3 CROWFOOTGRASS 8 
3 Cultivated Oat 5 
13 CUFGRASS 10 
18 CURLYMESQUITE 11 
3 CURLY TIffiEEAWN 5 
13 CURLYLEAF MUHLY 14 
10 curGRJ\.SS 12 
3 CUTOVER MUHLY 13 





19 DALLISGRAS S 17 
19 DJ' BNEL RY:2:GRASS 13 
22 D~ERGR.c\SS 14 
7 DEER~'IONGUE PANICUM 15 
7 DELICATE MUHLY 13 
7 DES ERTGRI\S S 6 
9 DESERT LOVEGRASS 9 
6 DESERT MUHLY 13 
19 Desert Saltgrass 8 
7 Diffuse Crabgrass 12 
5 DITCH POLYPOGON 19 
14 Dogtown Grass 5 
12 Downy Brome 7 
11 Downy Chess 7 
8 DROPSEED 21 
-26-
PAGE COMMON NAME PAGE 
8 FORKED PANICUM 15 
8 Fort Thompsougrass 17 
8 FOURFLOWER TRICHLORIS 22 
19 FOvlL MANNAGRASS 11 
FOXTAIL 3 
E FOXTAIL BARLEY 12 
FOXTAIL BROME 7 
13 FOXTAIL FESCUE 11 
16 Foxtail Grass 20 
16 F01.'TAIL MILLET 20 
18 FRINGED CHLORIS 7 
4 FRlljGED PANICUM 15 
23 FRINGED SIGNAlGRP.SS 6 
LITTLE BLUESTEM 4 FRINGELEAF PASPALm~ 17 
MANNAGRASS 11 
PANICUM 17 G 
8 
Beardgrass 4 GALLETA GRASS 11 
BEN':CGRASS 3 GAPING PANICUM 15 
BLUESTEM 4 GHIESBREGHT PANICUM 15 
LOVEGRASS 9 GrANT BRISTLEGRASS 20 
13 GIANT CANE 5 
10 Giant Cutgrass 23 
GIANT DROPSEED 21 
F Giant Foxtail Grass 20 
GIANT REED 5 
15 Giant Reedgrass 7 
12 GOLDENTOP 12 
14 GOLDHAIR PASPALUM 17 
7 GOOSEGRASS 9 
19 GOPHERTAIL LOVEGRASS 9 
16 GRAMA 6, 7 
Fingergrass 7 GREEN BRISTLEGRASS 20 
LOVEGRASS 9 Grapevine Mesquite 16 
PAPPUSGRASS 9 Green Foxtail-grass 20 
18 GREEN MUHLY 14 
19 GREEN SILKYSCALE 4 
5 GREEN SPRANGLETOP 12 
11 GRISEBACH BRISTLEGRASS 20 
5 GUADELUPE FESCUE 11 
18 GUINEAGRASS 16 
7 GULF COC!{sPUR 8 
15 GULF CORDGRASS 20 
22 GULF LOVEGRASS 10 
8 GUU'MUHLY 13 
6 GULFDtJ'NE PASPALUM 18 
15 GUMMY LOVEGRASS 9 
19 Gyp Grama 6 




14 HAIRY BOSC PANICUM 15 
-27-
PAGE COMMON NAME PAGE 
8 Jointgrass 17 
21 JOINTTAIL 13 
Dropseed 6 JOOR PAl{ICUM 15 
Fescue 11 JUNEGRASS 12 
GRAMA 6 Junegrass 19 
LITTLE BARLEY 12 JUNGLERICE 8 
MUHLY 14 
Panicum 16 K 
8IDlEEKS FESCUE 11 
TRIDENS 23 KAY GRANA 6 
CANADA WILDRYE 9 KEARNEY TlffiEEAWN 5 
MUHLY 13 KENTUCXY BLUEGRASS 19 
BRISTLEGRASS 20 ICCNG RANCH BLUESTEM 4 
PASPALUM 18 KLEBERG BLUESTEM 3 
VIRGINIA WILDRYE 9 I<NOTGRASS 17 
PASPAJ~~~ 18 KNOTROOT BRISTLEGRASS 20 
LOVEGHASS 10 KNOTROOT PANICUM 15 




18 LACEGRASS 9 
15 Large Crabgrass 8 
5 Large-flowered Tridens 22 
7 Large Mesquite 6 
16 LAX PORTER MELIC 13 
15 LEAFY PANICUM 16 
7 LEHMANN LOVEGRASS 10 
5 LEIBERG PANICUM 16 
20 LINDHEIMER MUHLY 14 
16 LINDHElMER PANICUM 16 
17 LITTLE BARLEY 12 
4 LITTLE BLUESTEM 4 
LITTLE QUAKINGGRASS 6 
I LITTLEAWN NE11)LEGRASS 21 
LITTLESEED CANARYGRASS 18 
10 LONGAWN MUHLY 14 
18 LONGAWN VIRGINIA WILDRYE 9 
14 Longawned Aristida 5 
20 Long-awned Hairygrass 13 
20 Long-bristled Indiangrass 20 
19 Long-bristled Wildrye 20 
13 LONGLEAF PANICUM 16 
8 LONGLEAF THREEAWN 5 
20 LONGLEAF UNIOLA 23 
13 LONGLEAF WEDGESCALE 20 
Long-leaved Rusbgrass 21 
LONGSPIKE SILVER BLUESTEM 4 
LONGSPlKE TRIDENS 23 
7 LONGSPINE SANDBUR 7 
7 LONGSTALKED PANICUM 16 
20 LONGTOM 18 
3 LONGTONGUE PANICUM 16 
-28-
PAGE COMMON NAME PAGE 
20 NEEDLE-AND -THREAD 21 
10 NEEDLE GRANA 6 
9 NEED~lASS 21 
22 NEEDLELEAF PANICUM 14 
19 Nerved Mannagrass 11 
16 NE"v'1 MEXICO BLUESTEM 4 
New Mexico Feathergrass 22 
NEW MEXICO LOVEGRASS 10 
NEW MEXICAN MUHLY 14 
15 NEW MEXICO NEEDLEGRASS 22 
II NIMBLEWILL l4 
7 NITGRASS il 
23 NODDll\IG BROME 6 
20 NODDING FESCUE 11 
6 NODDING MUHLY 13 
18 Nodding Wildrye 9 




9 OATGPASS 8 
13 Old Witchgrass 15 
21 Oldfield Threeawn 5 
14 ONES PIKE PASPALUM 18 
6 ON IONGFASS 13 




12 PACIFIC BENTGRASS 3 
21 PADRE ISLAND DROPSEED 21 
13 Paille Fine 15 
21 PAN AMERICAN BALSAMSCALE 9 
14 PANICUM 14 
10 PAP PUS G;RAS S 9 
3 PARA GBASS 16 
17 Paraguay Bahiagrass 18 
13 PASPALUM 17 
14 Paspa1urn Grass 17 
19 PENSACOLA BAHIAGRASS 18 
19 BERENNTAL RYEGRASS 13 
PHILADELPHIA WITCHGRASS 16 
Pigeon-grass 20 
PIMPLE Pfu'IICUM 15 
13 Pll\IE DROPSEED 6 
10 PINE MURLY 13 
15 PINEBARREN TRIDENS 22 
7 PINEYWOODS DROPSEED 21 
19 Pinhole Beardgrass 3 
21 PINHOLE BLUESTEM 3 
6 PINK PAPPUS GRASS 17 
12 PINK TRIDENS 22 
22 PINON RICEGRASS 18 
-29-
PAGE COMMON NAME PAGE 
PASPALUM 17 RATTAIL FESCUE 11 
11 RATTAIL SMUTGRASS 21 
4 Raygrass 13 
Jo1ntgrass 13 Red Mur..1y 14 
Aristida 5 RED FESCUE 11 
BLUEGRASS 19 Iili"""'D GRAMA 6 
BRISTLEGRASS 20 RED LOVEGRASS 10 
Cupgrass 10 RED SPRANGLETOP 12 
IDVEGRASS 9 RED THREEAWN 5 
SIGNAIGRASS 6 REDTOP 3 
10 REDTOP PANICUM 14 
13 Reed Fescue 11 
7 Rescue Brome 6 
9 RESCUE GRASS 6 
MELle 13 REVER CHON PANICUM ).6 
Danthonia 8 REVER CHON THREEAWN 5 
DROPSEED 21 RHIZOMATOUS BEAKED PANICUM 15 
OATGRASS 8 RHODES GRAS S 7 
THREEAWN 5 RICE 14 
ss 5 RICE CurGRASS 12 
CORDGRASS 20 RICHARDSON BROME 7 
CUPGRASS 10 RING MUHLY 14 
DROPSEED 2l Ringgrass 14 
Junegrass 12 RIO GRANDE LOVEGRASS 10 
THREEAWN 5 Ripgut Brome 7 
TRISETUM 23 RIPGur GRASS 7 
VIRGmIA WILDRYE 9 ROANOKE PANICUM 16 
20 ROBUST CANADA WILDRYE 9 
20 Rock Dropseed 14 
9 ROCK MUHLY 14 
22 ROEMER THREEAWN 5 
22 ROUGH BENTGRASS 3 
21 Rough Hairgrass 3 
18 Rough-leaved Dropseed 13 
21 ROUGH TRIDENS 22 
21 ROUGHSTALK WITCHGRASS 15 
10 ROUNDSEED PANICUM 17 
14 ROUNDSEED PASPALUM 18 
Needlegras s 5 Rush Saltgrass 20 
PANICUM 17 RUSTYSEED PASPALUM 18 
SANDGRASS 23 RYE 19 




7 S -CURVE THREEAWN 5 
SACATON 21 
~ ST. AUGUSTINE GRASS 21 
Salt Cedar 13 
6 SALTGRASS 8 
Salt Marsh 8 
Sal t Iv1arshgrass 20 
Salt Meadowgrass 12 
19 Salt Reedgrass 20 
-30-
PP_GE COMMON NAME PAGE 
8 SILVEUS LOVEGRASS 10 
4 SILVEUSGRP..8S 22 
21 Simpson t s Grass l5 
Knotgrs.ss 18 Single Threeawn 5 
LOVEGRASS 10 Sll'WEEKS FESCUE 11 
MUHLY 13 Sixweek.s Grama 6 
PANICUM 15 SIXWEEY$ GRAMA 6 
PASPALUM 17 SIXWEEKS MUHLY 11~ 
7 SIXWEEKS THREEAWN 5 
12 SKElETONGRASS 11 
7 SLEEPYGRASS 22 
10 SLENDER BLUESTEM 4 
10 SLENDER CRABGRASS 8 
4 Slender Fingergrass 8 
16 Slender Fescue 11 
14 SLENDER GRAMA 6 
12 SLE11DER INDIANGRASS 20 
15 Slender Satingrass 14 
13 Slender Spikegrass 23 
6 SLENDER HEDGESCAIE 20 
16 SLENDER ~rHEATGRASS 3 
23 Slendergrass 12 
Beardgrass 4 SLIM TRIDENS 22 
BLUESTEM 4 _ SLIMLEAF PANICUM 16 
DROPSEED 21 Slimspike Foxtail 3 
PASPALUM 18 SLIMSPlKE THREEAWN 5 
21 SLIYBPlKE WINDMILLGRASS 7 
8 Sloughgrass 20 
14 Small Rushgrass 21 
8 SMALL SOUTHWESTERN CUPGRASS 10 
Fingergrass 8 SMOOTH CORDGRASS 20 
PANICUM 16 SMOOTH CRABGRASS 8 
WEDGESCAIE 20 Smooth Creeping-grass 9 
PANICUM 14 SMOOTH FLORIDA PASPALUM 17 
21 Smooth Southern Wildrye 9 
13 SMOOTHSCALE CANADA WILDRYE 9 
22 SMOOTHSEED PASPALUM 18 
PANICUM 15 Smutgrass 21 
TRIDENS 22 SOFT BROME 7 
CANARYGRASS 18 Soft Chess 7 
WINDMILLGRASS 7 SOFTLEAF PANICUM 16 
9 SOUR PASPALUM 17 
7 SOURGRASS 22 
17 Southern Canarygrass 18 
6 Southern Fescue 11 
6 Southern Povertygrass 21 
4 SOtJrHERN SANDBUR 7 
4 SOUTHERN WITCHGRASS 15 
4 SOu'THV1ESTERN BRISTLEGRASS 20 
4 SOUTHWESTERN CUPGRASS 10 
10 SOUTHWESTERN NEEDLEGRASS 21 
4 Speargrass 21 
21 SPIDERGRASS 5 
-31-
PAGE COMMON NAME PAGE 
3 TEXAS BLUEGRASS '0 J.. ..... 
22 TEXAS BLUESTEM 4 
21 TEXAS BRONE 7 
10 TEXAS COTTONTOP 22 
9 TEXAS CHABGRASS 8 
23 Texas Crowfoot 12 
16 TEXAS CUPGRASS 10 
4 TEXAS DROPSEED 21 
4 TEXAS FESCUE 11 
12 Texas Fingergrass 8 
16 TEXAS GRAMA 6 
7 TEXAS GRASS 23 
9 Texas Millet 17 
15 TEXAS MUHLY 14 
4 Texas Needlegrass 21 
6 TEXAS PANICUM 17 
11 TEXAS PASPALUM 18 
12 TEXAS SAIlrGRASS 8 
22 Texas Timothy 13 
15 Texas Trichachne 22 
18 TEXAS TRIDENS 23 
19 TEXAS WEDGESCALE 20 
7 TEXAS ·WILDRICE 23 
9 TEXAS \>JILDRYE 9 
9 TEXAS WILLK01~1IA 23 
8 TEXAS HINDMILWRPSS 7 
9 TEXAS WINTERGRASS 21 
9 Ticklegrass 3 
21 TIMOTHY CANARYGRASS 18 
10 Tiny Lovegrass 9 
10 THTI\J PASPALUM 18 
11 Thingrass 3 
8 THREEAWN 5 
17 THREEFLOWER MELlC 13 
19 THUROW P ANICUM 17 
TRICHLORIS 22 
TRIDENS 22 
TRINIUS THREEAWN 5 
3 TOBOSA II 
21 TORPEDOGRi\SS 16 
11 TROPIC SPFUU~GLETOP 12 
17 TL'MBLE LOVEGRASS 10 
6 TUMBLE WINDMILIGRASS 7 
20 TUMBLEGRASS 19 
13 Turkeyfoot 4 
22 TWOFLOWER TRICHLORIS 22 




















































































YELLOW LEAF PANICUM 
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